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LOOK INSIDE...for Your Complete
Guide to Pharmacy Automation >

Exactly.
The KL60 is just what pharmacies need:
A robot that does all the work, but doesn’t create more work.
Finally, a dispensing robot that will help your workload, not hinder it.
The Kirby Lester KL60 was built with every technician and pharmacist in
mind – you should be worrying about your patients, not your robot.

•
•
•
•

Finally – Full automation that’s well within your price range.
Simple – Just a few minutes a day for restocking and upkeep.
Trust – Orders from the KL60 are always accurate.
Peace of Mind – No need to worry about the KL60 acting up, or going down.

Let the KL60 handle 35% to 40% or more of your total
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800.641.3961
www.kirbylester.com
Providing pharmacy dispensing
solutions for over 40 years, serving
40,000 customers today.
To learn more about the KL60,
just scan this code with your
Smartphone.

Your complete guide to pharmacy
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KL1 - New!

KL20

KL30

Simple, always-accurate
tablet counter

Avoid dispensing errors with
simple verification processes

Ultra-fast dispensing and
perfect for 90-day fills

The new KL1 is the result of 40+ years
of Kirby Lester counting expertise.

Count and verify everything! The KL20
packs so much value into a small
package, yet it’s the simplest workflow
tool your pharmacy will ever need.

When simple tablet counters aren’t
enough, and robotic dispensers are
too much, the KL30 is the ideal
middle-point.

• Count and verify all oral solids and
unit-of-use items.

• Dispense and verify 100% of 		
total orders, plus save time with 		
high-speed cassettes for your
most frequently dispensed meds.

• Stop inefficient hand-counting.
• Save time and money by
eliminating overcounts and
undercounts.
• Just pour and count – no calibration
needed.
• Fits anywhere, at just 6”W x 12”H.
• Fast operation.

• Accurate counting with multiple 		
checks and balances, drug images,
and barcode scanning to ensure 		
every order is dispensed correctly.
• Includes simple built-in workflow 		
software at no extra charge.

• Hands-free dispensing and unique 		
double counting.

• Automate your top 30 (or more) 		
medications.
• Ideal for narcotics control.

For safe, fast, affordable automation, look no furthe

y automation.
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Pharmacies, like fingerprints,
are all unique.
In the world of pharmacy automation,
Kirby Lester is also unique.
We provide your pharmacy with more than just a one-size-fits-all box.
We provide you with options for dispensing medications. Plenty of
options. And we help you choose what’s exactly right for your needs.
Whether you are processing 100 or 1,000 prescriptions per day.
Whether you just need a great tablet counter to eliminate
hand-counting, or you are ready for full-blown robotics. Whether

KL60
Finally, a hassle-free and
affordable robot
The pharmacy robot that doesn’t take
up too much of your time, your budget
or your floor space.

you have one pharmacy, or hundreds.
With Kirby Lester, you’ll find the right-sized and right-priced system
for your unique, hybrid, one-of-a-kind business.

Why did we pick Kirby Lester?

• Needs no remodeling or special
accommodations, at only 29”W x 46”D.

“Not all pharmacies are the same.
So why would we want the same robot
or dispensing device at all of our stores,
just for the sake of convenience?
We have a wide spectrum of daily
prescription volumes, floor space and
staff levels among our 25 locations.
We wanted a technology company that
offered a full suite.”

• Automatically label and dispense		
35-40% or more of your total orders.
• Virtually maintenance-free.
• Just the right level of automation for
most retail pharmacies.
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Lynne Fruth, Fruth Pharmacy CEO,
Point Pleasant, West Virginia

Providing pharmacy dispensing
solutions for over 40 years, serving
40,000 customers worldwide.

er than Kirby Lester.
www.kirbylester.com

Because our pharmacies are all different.

800.641.3961

SoftWriters, Inc.

Long Term Care pharmacy management technology.

“The Framework HL7 interface has permitted
expanded communication with the automated
dispensing equipment and the IVR interface
allows our nurses to quickly communicate
patient refill needs.”
- R.B., Florida

FrameworkLTC® — The industry’s most flexible, configurable
and connectable long term care pharmacy software.
FrameworkLTC from SoftWriters, Inc., is a leading pharmacy management
solution designed specifically for pharmacies servicing long-term care and
institutional facilities.
One Solution...Unlimited Growth
FrameworkLTC provides the unmatched ability to manage your current
pharmacy business, connect with more equipment and technology partners
and allow for years of continued growth of your pharmacy operations.

Contact SoftWriters today for a live
product demonstration.
Call: 877.238.4516
Email: info@softwriters.com
Visit: www.frameworkltc.com

• Scalable so it grows as you grow
• Open Architecture means proven integration with dozens of
eMARS, packaging machines and dispensing systems

SoftWriters, Inc.
softwriters inc.

Pharmacy Management Technology

• Control of your data means easy access to powerful,
robust reporting and data analytics capability
FrameworkLTC® is “Certified for Windows”, assuring you that the application is easy to use and will perform reliably on your existing Microsoft® Windows network.
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Point of Sale

and Managing the Pharmacy
by Will Lockwood

Today’s pharmacy POS systems offer powerful tools for managing the front end, from inventory to pricing and reporting. They
can also help you meet regulatory requirements such as PSE
logs and reporting, fill in missing details about prescriptions
dispensed through integration with the pharmacy management
system, and raise your customer service to a higher level. Read
about how five pharmacies are putting POS to work every day
in a variety of ways. story begins on page 21
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by John Becker

HarmarVillage Care Center, located in Cheswick,
Pa., and part of the Grane Healthcare family of
skilled-nursing facilities, has taken an active approach
to implementing a shorter dispense cycle and pouch
packaging to reduce medication waste and increase
nurse productivity. This is well ahead of the January 2013 deadline for long-term care pharmacies to
dispense brand-name oral solids in supplies of 14 days
or less. The results have been tangible and positive.

17 Strategic Thinking:

Developing an Automation Plan
by Will Lockwood

Fruth Pharmacy has recently established a long-term
automated-dispensing strategy. Instead of installing a
robot here and a tabletop counter there, the
pharmacy group now has
some form of dispensing
automation in each of its
25 locations.
2
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“You can handle so many different
scenarios with just one system.”
– Chuck Gordon

“

We have so many different environments, it could be a nightmare
to manage. But QS/1 systems are so customizable, they can be easily
tweaked for different situations. More important, QS/1 stays ahead of
our needs. We know they will be ready with any regulatory changes in the

”

industry well before we need them.

Learn how QS/1 products and services can make your job easier. Call
1.800.231.7776 or visit www.qs1.com today.

©2012, J M SMITH CORPORATION. QS/1, NRx, and PrimeCare are registered trademarks and MSM is a trademark of the J M Smith Corporation.
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Synchronization

he National Community Pharmacists Association (NCPA) has launched
a new program called Simplify My Meds. The goal is to increase patient
adherence by having all refills for a patient synched up to be filled on the same
day of the month.
One benefit for the pharmacy is improved workflow efficiency. Another benefit
is that pharmacists can better manage their inventory through this program to
potentially increase inventory “turns.” Increasing first-fill rates is another benefit,
since new prescriptions will be identified during consultations with the patient.
Apparently, 28% of new prescriptions are never brought to the pharmacy for the
first fill. However, this percentage should drop as more and more physicians electronically prescribe. What I see as an important benefit is that synchronization
shows the importance of having a pharmacist involved in the so-called “medical
home.”
There is work involved to start refill synchronization, with as many as 18 touchpoints in setting up and managing the program. First is identifying target patients for such a program. Then it’s deciding which will be the anchor drug that
the other refills will be synched up to. The anchor drug should be the one with
the highest co-pay. This will mean short-filling the other drugs to the anchor
drug’s refill date and getting physicians to write one script for a short fill and
another for the normal quantity. From what I understand physicians are accommodating once they hear what you are trying to do. Of course, you will need a
sign-off by the patients to let you synchronize their refills.
In talking to a pharmacy owner who has begun a synchronization program, I
was told that he uses a spreadsheet to record the patient’s current and discontinued prescriptions. When I asked why the medication administration record
created for long-term care patients wouldn’t be applicable here, I was told that
the synchronization program is different enough to not make this a workable
solution.
If a synchronization module is not available in the pharmacy system you are
using, you might encourage your system vendor to take a look at what functionality is required. A module that can import the prescription information from
the patient’s profile and allow the documentation that is needed for a synchronization program could move things along as pharmacy owners look for creative
ways to provide a higher level of patient service. CT
Bill Lockwood, chairman/publisher, can be reached at wal@computertalk.com.

ConneCt
to YoUR

CUStoMeRS.

It’s exciting to see people of all ages communicating from mobile devices.
Whether updating Facebook, responding to text and email messages or receiving
appointment reminders – everyone is mobile and connected! Convenient
messages from retailers help keep customers loyal, informed and on track.
For pharmacies, voiceTech developed a complete and intelligent solution to
send messages automatically by outbound call, text, email and mobile app.
•
•
•
•

Refill & Pickup Reminders
Appointment Setting
Clinic Announcements
Targeted Messages to Specific Patients

Driven by a certified interface to over 60 pharmacy systems, ServiceLink-Rx
is the one solution that handles every aspect of outbound messaging:
• Automatically tracks which medications a customer receives reminder
messages for
• Determines when reminders are due
• Manages their preferred delivery method
As a final step, all customer responses requesting a refill are sent directly
to the pharmacy system work queue.

Your customers are waiting
to hear from you!
Scan or go to
www.voicetechinc.com
and learn more.

Powered by

800.325.2017 • www.voicetechinc.com
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QS/1 Releases Will-Call
Storage System
R etrieveR x, a fully integrat-

to help pharmacists
quickly store and retrieve prescriptions, is now available from QS/1.
ed solution

RetrieveRx uses the RxMedic
prescription bags, which are made
from heavy-duty materials that can
withstand repeated use in a pharmacy. The bags hang on a rack for a
more organized appearance and use
color-coded lights for easy identification. After filling, the prescriptions
are assigned and placed into a bag.
Upon pickup, RetrieveRx sends a
signal to the bag, which activates the
lights in order to find the appropriate bag. Employees can be assigned
their own light display combination
to eliminate confusion in highervolume pharmacies with multiple
pickup areas. The new storage and
retrieval system is driven by QS/1’s
NRx pharmacy management system.
“Pharmacy staff spend a significant
amount of time digging through bins
looking for prescriptions,” says Tom
McLeod, QS/1 VP of administration and marketing. “Prescriptions
may be put in the wrong bin or are
not collated with other prescriptions
for that patient or family members.
RetrieveRx enables pharmacy staff to
visually see where prescriptions are
located so the pickup process is more
efficient.”

KL1 a Success for
Kirby Lester
K irby Lester reports that its
KL1 compact tablet counter, intro-

duced in October 2011, has been its
most successful product launch in 41
6
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RxMedic Moves to New Headquarters
RxMedic Systems, a manufacturer of automated dispensing solutions,
has expanded its operations into a new corporate headquarters in
the Raleigh, N.C, suburb of Wake Forest.
RxMedic VP David Williams says that the new location will provide
room to continue the company’s rapid growth. “With our recent
growth, we had just outgrown our previous location,” Williams says.
“Now we have much more space for both product development and
manufacturing.” He says that this will be needed, as RxMedic has
recently added a new will-call solution for pharmacies. The company’s
current products include RxMedic ADS, a robotic-dispensing system,
and RxMedic ACS, an automated counting solution.
At left, shown cutting the
ribbon at the new RxMedic
headquarters are, from left
to right: David Williams,
RxMedic VP; J M Smith board
member Charles Moss, Jr.; and
RxMedic VP Chris Cox.

Above, RxMedic staff in front of the new headquarters are, from left
to right: Chris Cox, David Williams, Steven Israel, Craig Parotti,
Michael Trovato, Ralph Church, Susan Detwiler, Tim Delph, Nicole
Bradley, Ryan Crumpler, Na Di, Jeff Whitfield, Michael Buday, Derek
Thompson, Charles Eyer, and Brian Burney.

years. The KL1 was quickly adopted
nationwide at chain, independent,
and hospital outpatient pharmacies
due to its fast, accurate counting
and small footprint. The counter’s
footprint measures only 6" wide by
12" high, about the same size as the
old-fashioned counting tray, and can
count 15 to 18 tablets per second.
“We hit a nerve with the KL1. Our
customers tell us they have always

liked our tablet counters over the
years, but they simply love this new
device,” says Christopher Thomsen,
VP of business development.

Emporos Introduces
Mobile iPod App
A n iPod mobile delivery app
for the Emporos point-of-sale
continued on page 8
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continued from page 6

(POS) system can be used to capture signatures for home
deliveries and also used in the hospital setting when
medication deliveries are made to patients before they are
discharged.
While in-store signature capture has always been a feature
of the Emporos POS, this new hardware and software
application offers the benefit of capturing signatures with
deliveries. An additional benefit is that the iPod app can
be used for credit-card payment at the point of delivery.

Tool to Fight Margin Erosion
Mevesi R x has introduced web-based applications Mevesi RxView and Mevesi RxPro, which are a
predefined set of dashboards, scorecards, and summary
reports for better data analytics of the management side
of a pharmacy. The applications can be used from any
computer or iPad connected to the Internet.
RxView gives pharmacy owners a way to examine up to
100 different transactional data points from three years of
prescription transactions in a few seconds. One feature is
that it stores payers, drugs, physician, and manufacturer
reports with sorting and filtering capabilities.
RxPro includes a custom report builder, file builder, and
report repository, with templates and data delivery plat-

Now Online

www.computertalk.com
Exclusive Web Content
What Integration Means: eMARs and LTC
Software. An interview with ALMSA’s Fil
Southerland

What You Can and Should Be Doing with
POS. An interview with Epicor’s Steve Bieszczat
Listening to Customers and Keeping It
Simple. An interview with Micro Merchant
Systems’ Akbar Merchant.

forms to create, schedule, and disseminate custom reports
or files to anyone inside or outside of the organization
without the use of information technology.

Addressing the New York SafeRx
Requirement
R xTran has announced that it offers, for a low

monthly subscription, pharmacy access to RxTran’s
written translation of prescription directions for use,
auxiliary warning labels, and patient education monographs, as well as on-demand phone interpreting, where
pharmacists can dial a toll-free number to communicate
with those patients with limited English proficiency. Such
interpretation will be required in New York State come
March 31, 2013.
The company reports that it is the sole pharmacy
language service offering both oral and written translation of prescription information.

E-prescribing Shown to Improve
Outcomes
A Surescripts analysis suggests that the increase
in first-fill medication adherence, combined with other
e-prescribing benefits, could, over the next 10 years, lead
to between $140 billion and $240 billion in healthcare
savings from improved outcomes.
The data used in the analysis showed a consistent 10%
increase in first-fill medication adherence among physicians who adopted e-prescribing when compared with
physicians who did not. At the time of the study, physicians e-prescribing used the technology to route up to
40% of their prescriptions electronically.
Surescripts has also announced that Walgreens will use
the clinical interoperability service the company offers to
deliver immunization records to the patient’s primarycare provider for all 7,800 Walgreens and Duane Reade
pharmacies and 350 Take Care Clinics. Later this year,
Walgreens will also use the Surescripts network to provide
immunization records to state and local public health
agencies, and Take Care Clinic patient summaries to
primary-care providers.
continued on page 10
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“It makes the morning
so much easier.”
– Larry Krohn, RPh

“

I love the way QS/1 products work together. It makes arriving in the
morning so much easier. With their integrated IVR, we arrive to refills
that are ready to go, freeing us to do other things. We can provide
customers reports, monographs, tax and insurance records, as well as
their prescription, without keeping them waiting.
Then, there’s the service. I can’t say enough about how they helped us get

”

back up and running after Katrina.

Learn how to put QS/1’s service and time savings to work for you.
Call 1.800.231.7776 or visit www.qs1.com today.

©2012, J M SMITH CORPORATION. QS/1 and RxCare Plus are registered trademarks of the J M Smith Corporation.
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The goal is to improve coordination of care. A recent survey of 400 physicians by Surescripts showed the challenge
of compiling more complete medical records. The survey
found that 39% responded that they are frequently missing immunization records during patient visits.

TCGRx Installs First InspectRx
System
A llcare Pharmacy in A rkadelphia, A rk., is the

first pharmacy to implement the ShortCycleRx system
using both the TCGRx Automatic Tablet Packager (ATP)
and the InspectRx system. For long-term care patients,
the ATP generates medication pouches that are then
passed through the InspectRx system for imaging and verification of contents. InspectRx captures images of both
sides of the pouch for labeling and medication contents;
analyzes the shape, size, and color of the medications;

and identifies those pouches where further inspection is
needed.
Allcare Pharmacy has developed into one of the largest independent pharmacy service providers, with 10 locations
throughout Arkansas. According to Allcare Pharmacy’s
COO Stephen Carroll, “InspectRx significantly reduces
our pharmacists’ time spent checking strip medications,
therefore allowing them to focus on the patients’ medication therapy.”

Remedi Adds New Solution
for LTC
R emedi SeniorCare, one of the nation’s

largest independent long-term care pharmacies, has
introduced an advanced integrated technology solution,
Connexit, for long-term care (LTC) facilities to more efficiently exchange information with Remedi. Connexit will
handle the exchange of electronic health records (EHRs),

Finally. Some forward thinking in
pharmacy data management.

The world’s first cloud-based pharmacy data
management system that lets you access your
entire archived history online. Military-grade
protocols for best-in-class data security. And
most of all, no matter the size of your company
or the scope of your project, we’ll customize a
solution quickly and affordably. Including, of course,
worry-free conversions.
It’s the kind of thinking that moves your
company forward. Fast.

First in Pharmacy Data Security & Retention
702.914.9910 • infowerks.com

1
ComputerTalk
10InfoWerks-half.indd

1/25/12 9:40 AM
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resident admission, discharge, and transfer information,
as well as electronic prescriptions.
According to the company, Remedi offers the first and
only LTC pharmacy electronic prescription system
approved by the Ohio State Board of Pharmacy.
Connexit is designed to increase medication safety
and eliminate time-consuming and costly monthly record reconciliation for facility operators. Customers have
the option of working with their preferred EHR vendor
or Remedi’s electronic order-entry application.
Remedi also announced that Kairos Health Systems,
a leading group purchasing organization within the
nonprofit senior housing industry, has signed a preferred
partnership agreement for Remedi to provide pharmacy
and consulting services to the more than 150 participating facilities delivering long-term care to over 14,000
residents throughout Delaware, Maryland, and Pennsylvania.

Software Boosts Medicare
Star Ratings
Medicare plans whose 2012 star ratings are

lower than they would like may be able to improve their
scores with a new Web-based service from Clinical Support Services (CSS).
Using pharmacy claims and other available clinical data,
the company’s Medication Pathfinder software module
(MTMPath) allows CSS clinicians to identify patients
who are noncompliant on certain Part C or Part D
measures. “This would have a negative impact on a plan
sponsor’s CMS star rating,” explains CSS president and
pharmacist James Notaro. When a measure is tagged as
noncompliant, CSS reaches out to the patient and physician to bring the measure into compliance.
CSS was founded in 1999. More than 20% of the fivestar Medicare MA-PDP plans are CSS clients. CT

STREAMLINE YOUR SHORT CYCLE PROCESS

ATP Series

Identifies incorrect
medications
Inspects up to 60 multidose pouches per minute

Compact footprint
Flexible package types

Retains images
of all pouches

Customized labels
Reliable & easy to use

CAN YOU
HOW MUCH
SITIONING
SAVE BY TRAN
LE?
TO SHORT CYC
VIEW THE
COMPARISON
STUDY

P 262.279.5307 | F 262.279.5360 | www.TCGRx.com
N1671 Powers Lake Road, Powers Lake, WI 53159
May/June 2012
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Short-Cycle Case Study

Ahead of the Curve

by John Becker

Well ahead of a federal mandate, a Pennsylvania long-term care facility uses a shorter
dispense cycle and pouch packaging to reduce medication waste and increase nurse
productivity.

J

director Linda Imm says, 30-day supplies also made her
staff less productive.

HarmarVillage Care Center (HVCC), a 130-bed facility
located in Cheswick, Pa., is part of the Grane Healthcare
family of skilled-nursing facilities. Grane, with offices 10
miles away in Pittsburgh, also provides pharmacy services
to those facilities.

“We spent a lot of time documenting the
return of drugs to the pharmacy for proper
disposal,” Imm says. “Also, if a resident was
moved temporarily to the hospital, we’d
have to document what cards we had on
hand and how many, so that when the paLinda Imm tient returned, the pharmacy wouldn’t ship
us those meds all over again. It was very time-consuming.”

anuary 2013 is the current Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services (CMS) deadline for long-term care
pharmacies to dispense brand-name oral solids in supplies
of 14 days or less. One such facility has already made the
move, with surprisingly positive results.

Seeking the Best Solution
HVCC’s chief administrator, Greg Hall, says they started
considering the change — along with a
move to automated tablet packaging —
almost three years ago.
According to Hall, the problem with 30day supplies is that orders change or are
discontinued, or residents are discharged
Greg Hall
from the facility entirely, often well before
a month’s supply of medication is exhausted. Unused
drugs were returned to the pharmacy and disposed of.
“We felt by going to a seven-day supply, or even better, a
four/three-day supply twice weekly, we could significantly
reduce waste,” Hall says.
In addition to the cost of the wasted drug, Hall’s nursing
12
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Other equally important issues that Hall and Imm sought
to address were the drawbacks and inefficiencies inherent in the use of bingo cards. The cards are bulky, and
the nurses’ medication carts had become cluttered and
disorganized.
“With 20 residents per cart, and many on four or more
meds, the drawers quickly became so full you couldn’t
fit another card in,” Imm says. “If the cards got out of
sequence, it took time to hunt down the resident’s medication. Sometimes pills would simply pop out of their
plastic cells and fall to the bottom of the cart. Cleaning
the carts and keeping them organized became a real issue.
With pouch packaging we knew we’d be much more organized and efficient in distributing meds.”
Over the next few months, pharmacy and nursing home
staff met regularly to thoroughly review the pluses and

feature
Short-Cycle Case Study
minuses of moving to a shorter dispense cycle and pouch
packaging. Other facilities that had already made the same
changes were visited. In June 2010 the team decided to
implement short-cycle pouch packaging at all 12 Grane
facilities, with HVCC as the beta site.
Belinda Burchick, Grane’s pharmacy informatics director,
says that’s when the real work began.

Belinda
Burchick

“We intentionally took a slow, methodical
approach to the project,” Burchick says.
“There’s considerable impact on the organization from a process-flow standpoint when
converting from bingo cards to pouches,
and we wanted to make sure we got it right
the first time.”

A project team with representation from both pharmacy
and the facility was formed. Burchick says involvement
from all stakeholders was critical to the project’s success.
“We knew preparation and planning would be key,” she
says. “Pharmacy couldn’t make it happen alone, nor could
nursing. It took both sides working together to ensure
success.”

Goals and Issues
Hall says the team focused on five broad project goals:
■ Seamless transition with no medication errors.
■ Full compliance with all DEA medication
administration rules.
■ Waste reduction.
■ Nurse acceptance.
■ Reduction in medication deliveries from twice
a day to once daily.
“We’re responsible for the health and welfare of our residents,” Hall says, “so we couldn’t afford any blunders.”
In the spring of 2010 Grane’s pharmacy had implemented
the Beacon “pick to light” inventory management system
from TCGRx, the first LTC pharmacy to do so. Shortly
afterward they added an automated tablet packager (ATP)
from the same company to support the pouch packaging
initiative.
There was discussion early on about whether to put the
ATP at the pharmacy or at the facility, but it quickly
became clear that having it at the pharmacy made the
most sense. Primary concerns, according to Imm, were the
amount of time that running the equipment would take
away from other nursing duties, the fact that they’d need
to train staff on how to operate the technology, and the
lack of space at the facility for the equipment itself.

“I was also uncomfortable storing so many more drugs
at the facility than we currently do, and concerned about
how we would get our meds if the equipment went
down,” Imm says.
With the right technology in place at the pharmacy, the
team started working through the many issues that had to
be addressed before they could go live.
How many days’ supply would they now dispense for
residents, and on what schedule? The team decided to
go with a four/three dispense cycle, with deliveries on
Sundays and Thursdays. They felt this allowed the most
flexibility in responding to changing drug orders, while
keeping waste to an absolute minimum.
How many tablets would go into each pouch, and how
would the pouches be sequenced? Medication pouches
— each containing no more than three orders per patient
and a maximum of about 10 total oral solids — would
be produced by the ATP at the pharmacy in spools by
nursing station (cart). Within each nursing station run,
pouches would be sequenced by patient and, within
patient, by administration time. The ATP would print a
header and footer for each resident so nurses could easily
separate the meds by patient.
How would the pouches be stored in the carts, and
would the carts have to be modified or replaced? What
about routine meds versus PRNs? “Our six carts were
relatively new, so instead of replacing them, we modified
them in-house,” Imm explains. “The drawers now contain
two small blue bins for each resident: one for routine
meds, another for PRNs. The bins keep the oral meds
separate from the ointments, creams, inhalers, etc., and
there’s plenty of space in the cart for other necessary supplies. Everything is neat and organized.”
What information would be printed on each pouch?
Imm says, “We started by making sure that everything that
was legally required was there, then we went to our wish
list of important things like ‘Do not crush’ or ‘Give this
med only at a certain time.’ We ended up with a label that
works very well for us.”
How would discontinued orders be handled? Imm
explains the creative solution they came up with: “Let’s
say a resident is on 20 mg Lasix and that medication is
delivered in a pouch with two other meds. If the doctor
discontinues the Lasix, the nurse pulls out that resident’s
bin, uses a yellow highlighter to mark the Lasix on the
three or four pouches that may be inside, and writes
‘DC’ for discontinued. Then, a staple is used to physically
continued on next page
May/June 2012
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Study Findings Validate Productivity Improvements
Jae Chung is a pharmacy consultant with TCGRx. Chung
conducted a study at HVCC comparing nurse med
pass productivity before and after the conversion to
pouch packaging and the shorter dispense cycle. Chung
cautions that the study was for one home only, with a
specific workflow environment, and isn’t necessarily representative of the overall market. But his findings clearly
suggest there was noticeable improvement at HVCC.
Nurses spent nearly 70% of their time reviewing the
MAR, unlocking/locking the cart, getting and preparing
the meds, walking back and forth to the resident, administering the meds, and updating the MAR (see figure
at right). Less than 10% of their time was spent actually
assisting or treating the resident.
Chung’s study measured the impact on pass times of
using 30-day bingo cards versus a four/three weekly
dispense cycle and MD strip-based pouch packaging (see
below). Savings amounted to about 50 seconds per patient interaction. The savings can be significant considering the many times per day nurses engage in this activity,
There was also a 10.4% reduction in the amount of time
required to pass the meds using multidose pouches
versus bingo cards. For six nurses serving 120 residents,
total labor cost savings for the three shifts combined:
3.99 hours.

Lock Cart/Walk to Resident/
Administer/Back to Cart
Review MAR Post
Administration
Unlock Cart/Review MAR/
Get Meds
Move Cart
Resident Assist/Treatment
All Other Activities

Figure 1. Nursing punch card administration work elements.

“Grane had a decided advantage in that they own both
the pharmacy and nursing operations for their facilities,”
Chung points out. “Any pharmacy operation seeking
similar success would do well to promote the benefits
of converting to short-cycle dispensing and pouch packaging to their prospective LTC clients just as Grane did.”
To learn more about how filling cycle and packaging
type can impact pharmacy operations, read “Measuring
the Impact of Short Dispensing Cycles” by Jae Chung in
the September/October 2011 issue of ComputerTalk,
and also ComputerTalk editor Will Lockwood’s interview
with Chung available at http://www.computertalk.com
/content/view/645/187/.
Punch Cards

MD Strips

Time (min)/Resident

Time (min)/Resident

Doses/Resident/Pass

6.13

6.13

Total Time/Resident

7.98

7.15

Resident Info/Review/Charting/Documentation

1.511

1.511

Medication Preparation, Ordering, Sorting, Handling

2.684

1.963

Administrative

2.161

2.161

Resident Assist and Treatment

0.529

0.529

Outside Interactions

0.053

0.053

Nursing Administration Summary
Punch Card Versus Strip Nursing Impact

Figure 2. The impact on pass time using 30-day bingo cards versus a four/three week dispense cycle and strip-based pouch packaging.

continued from previous page

packaged separately in their own pouches.

separate the Lasix from the other pills in the pouches so
that when the pouches are opened, only the doses that
haven’t been DC’d fall out.”

Nurse Acceptance: A Key Success Factor

How would narcotics and other drugs requiring extra
care be handled? For more control, it was decided to
continue packaging narcotics in bingo cards. The cards
are stored in a separate, lockable compartment in one of
the cart’s drawers. Other drugs requiring special handling,
such as Coumadin and chemo drugs, are set up to be
14
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One of the team’s primary concerns was buy-in from the
nursing staff.
“Nobody likes change,” Burchick points out. “At first, the
nurses were a little apprehensive about the new technology and process. HVCC was the first — no one else at
Grane was using pouches or four/three dispensing, and
continued on page 16
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they didn’t know what to expect.”
The goal was never to save enough nurse time to cut back
on nurses’ hours or reduce head count, Imm says, and it
was important for staff to know that.
“It was all about redirecting unproductive time to more
value-added, patient-focused areas,” Imm says, “with
the overall goal of improving the quality of clinical care
provided. We were crystal clear with the staff about this
from the beginning, so there were no misunderstandings
about what we were trying to accomplish. The nurses saw
we were trying to improve their work lives, so we had solid
buy-in from day one.”
As preparation continued, the team decided to take a
20-bed wing of the facility live on the new system in midOctober. Last-minute details like how nurses would crush
meds were worked through.
“The pharmacy provided us with test meds in pouches,”
Imm says, “and we were able to crush the tablets right
in the pouch — this was a big time-saver for us that we
hadn’t expected.”

Countdown to Go-Live
One month before go-live, they began a “medication
countdown” process in which the day’s supply delivered in
a resident’s card was reduced to reflect the amount of time
until the go-live date (i.e., 25 days’ supply 25 days out, 15
days’ supply 15 days out, etc.).
“This way we weren’t stuck holding weeks’ worth of
medication for a resident when we switched to the shorter
cycle,” Imm explains.
Imm says that, as part of nurse training, the pharmacy
provided sample pouches with meds in them. “We were
able to play with them and become comfortable with
how to open and handle them. The edges are serrated, so
they’re very easy to open,” she says.
Both pharmacy and nursing home staff gathered at the
facility the night before go-live for the initial delivery of
pouches. Medication carts were modified by HVCC staff
during the overnight hours; Imm says that loading the
pouches into the modified carts was a breeze.
“It took me about eight minutes to remove the spool of
pouches from the box it came in, separate the pouches by
patient, and place them in the bins in the cart,” Imm says.
There were some initial problems, Imm says, with pouches
missing some meds and unexpected issues like how to deal
16
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with transferred patients. Each nurse kept a discrepancy
log to track the shortages and other bugs, a tool they still
use today, although much less frequently. Imm says that
in all cases pharmacy or IT staff was quick to address the
problems.
As the pilot continued, staff spent time creating index
cards for the 220 medication bins they needed to take the
rest of the facility live — two for each of 110 residents —
and the rest of HVCC’s med carts were modified. Grane
took the rest of HVCC live on the new packaging and
dispense cycle on Oct. 24, 2010, and rolled the system out
to its remaining 12 facilities over the next nine months.

Measuring Project Success
“All defined success metrics were solidly met,” Hall says.
“And while it’s hard to determine the exact amount of
savings from reducing the amount of wasted medication,
when we compare what we’re disposing of now to what we
were throwing away with 30-day supplies, it’s obvious to
us that waste has been greatly reduced.”
Burchick says that, in her eyes, nurse response validated
the project’s success.
“Ten days after we went live,” she explains, “we did a
customer survey to get a feel for what the nurses thought.
The feedback was extremely positive across the board.
This process has repeated itself at every facility we’ve
converted.”
And Imm couldn’t be more pleased. “Overall, despite
the initial discrepancies, the conversion process was very
smooth,” she says. “With all the planning it was a nobrainer — it just happened. We really feel like we received
the benefits from it we were expecting: reduction of medication waste and better use of nurse time.”
Imm points out that, start to finish, nurses are spending
basically the same amount of time as before distributing
meds. What she’s noticed, though, is that nurses spend
noticeably more time interacting with residents.
“There’s a focus on getting the meds delivered first and
foremost,” she says, “and with the old system, that took
more time to do. We definitely have more quality time
now to spend with residents, to do better patient assessments, and that translates to improved patient care.” CT
After spending over 20 years as a sales and marketing professional in the pharmacy automation
industry, John Becker is now a freelance writer
and consultant based in Atlanta. He can be reached
at jnbecker@me.com.
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Strategic Thinking:
Developing an
Automation Plan
by Will Lockwood

How a pharmacy chain has leveraged a range of automated dispensing to bring the benefits
of the technology to every one of its locations.

F

ruth Pharmacy, founded in 1952 and operating 25
locations in Ohio and West Virginia, has recently
had the opportunity to establish a long-term automateddispensing strategy. “We wanted to put together a
plan and find a technology partner that would take us
through, hopefully, the next 10 years,” says company
President Lynne Fruth. “We weren’t looking to put in a
couple of robots or a few counting machines. We were
looking for innovation that will keep us where we need to
be with accuracy and safety across the range of volumes
that we see in our stores.”

Identifying Opportunity
The decision to develop a chain-wide automation strategy
was based on several factors, according to Craig Kimble,
director of pharmacy and the Fruth executive tasked with
leading the selection and implementation process. “In a
litigation-intense society, we were looking for technology
that would impact safety and workflow efficiencies,” he
says. “We wanted to improve turnaround times, improve
patient satisfaction, and increase confidence among our
pharmacists.” Ultimately, Fruth Pharmacy decided to
partner with Kirby Lester and install a mix of the company’s automation in every Fruth location.

Setting Priorities
Kimble was careful to seek out the opinions of Fruth’s
pharmacists while developing the automation platform.

Company President Lynne Fruth and Director of
Pharmacy Craig Kimble are seen here working with the
KL30, part of the automation deployed in higher-volume
Fruth locations.

“When I talked to our pharmacists about automation and
technology, I was looking for feedback about what makes
their job easier and what creates safety in the system,”
he says. “One of the things that was clear is that there
are only so many hours in the day, and so many things a
person can get done.” Kimble took this perspective and
looked at the differences between a pharmacy that does
200 prescriptions a day and one that does 1,000 a day,
with a particular sensitivity to deploying automation in
continued on next page
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At left,
technician
Amanda Wallace
works with a
KL60 robot.
Below, Fruth was
careful to ask its
staff pharmacists
for their opinions
on the new
automation
strategy. Here,
Lynne Fruth talks
with pharmacist
Chet Paige.

such a way that it relieved rather than created bottlenecks.
“We did quite a bit of strategizing with Kirby Lester to
make sure we didn’t have issues here,” says Kimble.

The Fruth Strategy
The result is a mix of dispensing technology, from barebones tabletop counters to robotics, Kimble reports. The
baseline installation, in those pharmacies dispensing up
to 250 prescriptions a day, is a KL15e. This is a basic
counter without barcoding or workflow features. “We use
this device to help with cycle counting and 90-day supply
counts, which we’ve seen an uptick in,” says Kimble. “It
also helps with double counts. It’s the smallest footprint
and it’s easy to work into the workflow.”
For the pharmacies at the next step in the workload continuum, Fruth looks to the KL20. “This brings in some
of the safety and audit pieces, such as barcode scanning
and visuals of pills and prescription information,” says
Kimble. “This means that we can also use it as a pharmacist’s check station to some degree. Our pharmacists and
technicians in general have been really satisfied with the
technology and simplicity mix of the KL20.”
Then comes a KL30 canister counter. “At this stage, we
are generally using either a single unit or a two-product
setup that includes a KL20,” says Kimble. “We run the
top 20 drugs or so from the KL30, which gives us high
speed for high volume, and we leave the KL20 in there
because our typical pharmacy has 3,000-plus items and
multiple techs filling. This does not fit all stores, however,
because of square footage and counter space limitations.”
The next step is a combination of a KL30 and the KL60
compact robotic dispensing unit. “We see this as having both a real and a virtual robot,” says Kimble. “And
this combination is giving us our best throughput and
highest-percentage fill.”
Finally, in the highest-volume locations, Kimble reports
combining Kirby Lester technology with Parata Max fullscale robotics.

Barcode Scanning’s Role
Fruth is currently managing the transition to a newgeneration pharmacy system that will allow for barcodedriven dispensing, something that’s not possible with
its current system. In the meantime, the Kirby Lester
automation is bringing this technology into many Fruth
pharmacies. “It’s a significant safety feature,” says Kimble.
For example, he notes, it helps handle look-alike/soundalikes, something which the Institute for Safe Medica18
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tion Practices and a variety of accreditation organizations
are placing heavy emphasis on. Barcode scanning also
provides an 11-digit NDC match for billing accuracy,
which Kimble cites as very important in today’s audit-rich
environment. “I’ve told staff up front that you don’t gain
speed with scanning, but you gain safety and accuracy,”
he says.

Choosing Correctly
So far, prescription volume appears to be the significant
factor in choosing the right dispensing automation at
Fruth. But Kimble is quick to point out that this is really
just the easiest way to talk about it. The decision process
actually involves a grid of factors that includes safety
considerations, staffing, medication therapy management
(MTM) services offered, and wait-time goals, among
others. “They are all tied in together, and you have to
take multiple factors into account,” says Kimble.
One interesting aspect of the calculation that Kimble
makes is the level of clinical activity at a site. For example,
he takes into account whether a location is working on
continued on page 20
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and it’s the most accurate it’s been since I’ve been with the
company — and even before that,” he says.

MTM and if there are other activities separate from disMetrics
pensing that aren’t accurately reflected in volume. “We’d
instituted immunization services at one location, and the
Fruth’s automation strategy is intended to be dynamic.
pharmacist there was working through figuring out how
According to Kimble, the technology at each store will be
to get this into his workflow,” Kimble explains by way of
assessed yearly, with a view to either confirming the curexample. This pharmacist was concerned about just how
rent installation or identifying any changes that need to
he was going to be able to do this in a busy store. “We
be made. “We are using a scorecard that includes percenttalked together about how to balance a focus on filling
age fill, error rates, uptime, ongoing operational expenses,
volume, which is still critical to a pharmacy’s survival
staffing efficiencies, throughput, wait times, and canister
in this billing environment, with other activities,” says
changes necessary,” he says.
Kimble. “I explained that if we
can gain margin and a high touch
Connecting Patients and
experience for a flu shot consult,
In the end, Fruth’s
Pharmacists
compared to a very nominal fee
automation strategy is
In the end, Fruth’s automation stratfor a generic prescription, we can
simply a part of its larger
egy is simply a part of its larger focus
justify extra staff. And then if
on its patients. “The differentiator
robotics or a counter can empower
focus on its patients.
isn’t something like wait time,” says
technicians to do more, we are
“The differentiator
Lynne Fruth. “It is service and attennow positioned to do more than
isn’t something like
tion. And our goal for automation is
just dispense.”
to use it to support our pharmacists
wait time,” says Lynne
Automation and Staffing
being part of the healthcare team.”
Fruth. “It is service and
With this statement of purpose
The topic of staffing levels is a
attention.
And
our
goal
in mind, Lynne Fruth’s list of top
delicate one when it comes to aupriorities for the pharmacy includes
for automation is to
tomated dispensing, and one that
making sure patients get to know
Kimble has given careful consideruse it to support our
Fruth pharmacists by allowing those
ation. “Some may look at automapharmacists
being
part
of
pharmacists the time they need to
tion as a way to cut staffing,” says
talk with patients and to counsel
the healthcare team.”
Kimble. “But that means staff
properly. This may mean pharmawon’t embrace the technology, and
cists really getting to know who their
they may even look for ways to
diabetic patients are, for example, or
make it fail.” Kimble has held the
position from the very start that any ROI analysis needed knowing who their cash patients are and keeping an eye
out for opportunities to recommend therapeutic substituto look at the project on its own, without staffing reductions that help control costs.
tion as a component.
When the technology does allow for staffing flexibility,
Kimble is primarily looking at redeployment to support
new or existing initiatives. “Our dispensing automation
platform has allowed us to redeploy staff to achieve quite
a few different things, some tangible and some intangible,” says Kimble. For just a few examples, Kimble notes
that Fruth has been able to expand its 340B partnerships,
which also bring new volume; add a full-time MTM person, with a second starting in July; and implement a mandatory cycle counting program by working with a vendor
called Supplylogix. Kimble fills out this last example to
illustrate the power of being able to use automation to
redeploy staff. “We’re in the middle of our inventory now,
20
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The Early Results
Kimble and the Fruth team spent a full year evaluating
automation before setting the current strategy in motion.
Five months in, satisfaction is very high, and there is optimism about what the future holds. “I feel we made good
decisions about the technology that we’ve put in, and it
has been well accepted by our staff,” says Lynne Fruth.
“We are looking forward to having Kirby Lester bring us
new technology to look at as we evolve.” CT
Will Lockwood is senior editor for ComputerTalk. He can be
reached at will@computertalk.com.
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Point
of
Sale
and Managing the Pharmacy
by Will Lockwood

Today’s pharmacy point-ofsale (POS) systems are
powerful tools for gaining
control over your pharmacy
as a business. This is certainly
true for managing the front
end, from inventory to pricing
and reporting. But read on
to find out how else you can
extend the use of POS to meet
regulatory requirements, fill
in missing details about
prescriptions dispensed, and
raise your customer service to
a higher level.

Know Your Inventory

P

erhaps the most powerful features
of POS, and certainly the ones
most talked about by the pharmacists and owners interviewed for this article, are inventory tracking and control.
Specifically, there’s particular interest
among pharmacists in perpetual invencontinued on next page
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tory and the way this helps rationalize the process of
keeping shelves stocked efficiently.
This efficiency starts with knowing how much inventory you actually have at any given time, according to
Hal Roe, who is using EnterpriseRx and Enterprise
POS from McKesson. “The first question I’d ask
someone not using POS is whether he can actually

Hal Roe, R.Ph.
Owner
Roe Rx
Opened his first pharmacy in
2000 and now owns five Health
Mart pharmacies in the Ogden,
Utah, area. Two are rented
space inside grocery stores. Three are retail inside
clinic locations of the Ogden Clinic group.

tell me how much inventory he has in the pharmacy,”
says Roe. “If you have too much inventory, you are
keeping cash out of your bank.”
Getting a handle on your inventory all comes
down to working with your item data, according to
Ritzman Pharmacies’ John Fiume. “When you are
using POS to manage your inventory,” he says, “you
are gaining the ability to know not only what your
inventory is, but where it is within the store and what
locations are carrying it.”
Ritzman, operating Epicor’s Eagle POS, uses a
technique called location coding within stores,
according to Janine Black. “Location coding is really
just another way of saying that we have a shelf label
for an item and therefore it has shelf space,” she
explains. Location coding is at its most valuable, in
Black’s view, when you get to purchasing. “If I want
to create a PO, I know what we carry by the location
code we’ve assigned, which tells us which items in a
continued on page 24
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vendor’s catalog we carry, even if
we have zero on hand.”

Perpetual Motion
The desire to run a perpetual
inventory was what made a POS
system Shiva Maharaj’s top priority
when he opened Essex Pharmacy
about a year ago. In fact, Maharaj
saw POS as so important, he chose
his Emporos system first, and only
then selected a pharmacy management system from HBS to work
with it. The data in his POS means
he isn’t taking guesses about what’s
happening with his stock. “If I see
an empty space on a shelf, I can see
if it was sold or if perhaps it was
stolen,” he says. “I can also have
a running count of exactly how
much money I have on the floor at
any time.” Maharaj put real effort
into getting his perpetual inventory up and running, among all
the other demands of opening a
new pharmacy. “It was a daunting
task, and it took us around two
weeks,” he says. “I can see people
not wanting to put the time and
effort into perpetual inventory
because they don’t think it’s worth
it. But this level of inventory control has allowed me to monetize
every square inch of shelving space,
which is particularly important
when profits on front-end items
can be 28% to 100%.”
Running a perpetual inventory
also streamlines and automates
the ordering process, according to
Ritzman’s Janine Black. “When
your balance on-hand is accurate,”
says Black, “placing an order goes
from being something you have to
send a clerk out on the floor for,
and that takes 30 or 45 minutes,
to something that takes a matter of
minutes.“

Jon Fiume
VP of Retail
Operations and
Natural Products
Janine Black
Manager of Retail
Operations

Ritzman Pharmacies
20 retail pharmacies in Ohio,
including 11 grocery store locations
acquired about six months ago.
Privately owned and in business
since 1950. Specialty in supplements
and natural products.

Michael Sprinkle of Weaverville
Drug Company, which is
using Catapult POS from ECRS,
describes in better detail how a
perpetual inventory works. “We
set the system to automatically
replace items that are sold during
the day, with the exception to the
rule being case items,” he says.
“Those are set to a min/max order,
so when the in-stock quantity dips
to a preset level, Catapult automatically adds a case of that item
to our order worksheet. “At the
end of the day, Catapult generates
a worksheet of what needs to be
reordered. We will look through
the order, confirm it, and send it to
our supplier through ECRS’s
Supplier Gateway interface.” The
next morning, Sprinkle uses a
worksheet transmitted through
Gateway by the wholesaler to
check the incoming stock. “We
push a button,” he says, “and the
POS system automatically updates
our in-house inventory based on
what the suppliers shipped.”
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Shiva
Maharaj
CEO

Pricing Right

Next up in the list of the top
tools for managing the pharmacy
business is pricing. According to
Essex
Weaverville Drug Company’s
Pharmacy
Michael Sprinkle, this is because
New independent
POS users should expect regular
pharmacy in Rochelle
price updates to flow in from
Park, N.J., started in mid-2011.
suppliers, instead of learning of
Total store is 3,500 square feet,
new pricing only when receiving a
new order. This allows for simple
with 500-square-foot pharmacy and
changes to shelf labels that keep
1,800-square-foot retail area offering
all the items in a group priced
both OTC products and DME.
the same, whether they’ve been
restocked recently or not. Sprinkle
POS is also critical for managing
illustrates why this is important
seasonal inventory, reports Twin
with the following example: There
Harbor Drug’s Jack Jones, who
are three or four flavors of chilsees a significant uptick in business
dren’s Tylenol that Weaverville
during Westport’s summer tourist
wants to have on hand at all times,
season. “Our up-front stock doubut that don’t necessarily all sell at
bles for those four months,” says
the same rate. “If our price on this
Jones. With this kind of opportushould go up $.15 this week,” says
nity comes risk that Jones manages
Sprinkle, “without regular price
with his Retail Management Soluupdates we don’t find out until
tions POS. “Movement reports
we sell one and
tell us what we sold
reorder.” And
last year during the
“You have a hard
according to
summer season,”
time
keeping
Chuck Sprinkle,
he says. “We know
following these
prices accurate and
if we over-ordered
regular price
or under-ordered.”
consistent without
updates means
Having the conPOS.”
that they not
fidence to avoid
– Hal Roe
only maintain
under-ordering is
their profit
particularly impormargins approtant to Jones for
priately,
but
that
they
don’t end up
items that he can’t restock during
with different prices on different
the season. “We don’t want to
versions of the same item — the
miss out on those sales,” he says.
different flavors of Tylenol, in
Accordingly, Jones relies heavily on
this example. “That looks to the
the detailed inventory-movement
customer like you don’t have it
information from his POS at the
together,” he says.
two gift shows he attends each
year, buying at larger volumes with
Maintaining uniform and accurate
less risk while getting better pricing pricing without POS would be
and terms. The end result is better
even trickier for a multilocation
store performance and the reputapharmacy. “We have five location among customers that Twin
continued on next page
Harbor Drug has what they want.
May/June 2012
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tions, so being able to control pricing at all five locations rather than having to do everything five times is
very important,” says Roe Rx’s Hal Roe. Roe points
out that his efforts to make sure all prices are current
eliminate the risk of discrepancies that might result
in an audit by the state for pricing inaccuracies. “You
have a hard time keeping prices accurate and consistent without POS,” says Roe.
POS also gives you the ability to offer promotional
pricing without headaches. For example, Weaverville
Drug Company takes advantage of monthly promotions that are driven by the specials available from
its wholesalers, according to Michael Sprinkle. The
process is as simple as importing a file of the promotional item pricing, setting the date range for the new
pricing, and applying the worksheet. All Weaverville’s
staff has to do then is put up signs around the store

to advertise the special. “Items go on sale and are
taken off again on schedule,” says Sprinkle, “and this
process is automated and streamlined in a way that
doesn’t require our cashiers to do anything different
as they ring items up.”

Minding Your Business
When it comes to reporting, the massive amounts of
data that POS systems now contain about inventory,
prices, sales, and
more, allow for
reporting capabilities that are almost
limitless.

“We can look at
reports that tell
us exactly how
much we’re selling Chuck Sprinkle, R.Ph,
of any item, right
owner, right, and Michael
down to the
Sprinkle, retail Manager
Concerned ice cream,”
Weaverville Drug
About says Chuck
Sprinkle.
Pricing? “Without data Company
Independent pharmacy in operation
you can’t adin Weaverville, N.C., since 1885.
equately manMoved to its current location in
age a business.
tm
a 5,000-square-foot building in
Rx-Net
You have to
be able to get 2001. Large front end with a soda
Can Help
to it and work fountain. Also offers DME, diabetic
with it. If we services, health screenings, flu


can dream up shots, and a drive-thru.

 
the question,
we can probably create a report to answer it. And


if we can’t, we can make a request to ECRS and


they’ll help us create the report.”

Shiva Maharaj points to the broader business


management applications of reporting. “My

 
accountant is surprised because he can run every
report he needs out of my Emporos POS
         without having to ask me any questions,” he
   says. This includes sales tax due, snapshots for
the month, and growth tracking. Maharaj also

likes the ability to tie together the POS and
pharmacy data. “I can run a report directly

from the POS that shows what insurance paid

and what the customer’s co-pay was for every

prescription,” he says.

continued on page 28
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We touched on the applications
of inventory reporting earlier, and
among these Hal Roe emphasizes
just how important sales history and movement reports are
for him. “These reports are what
tell me if something isn’t turning
at one of our locations,” he say.
Next on Roe’s list is gross-margin
reporting, which leverages the
up-to-date cost and pricing data
available in the POS. “We can
use this to identify and target
low-gross-margin items,” he
says. “This would be impossible
without POS, because you’d have
to research cost and price on every
item instead of simply setting the
parameters on your search and
running your report.”
At Ritzman Pharmacies, custom
reports created in the Epicor Eagle
POS are a part of daily operations, according to Janine Black.
These are emailed to management
and staff on a schedule that Black
determines. “The whole idea is to
get the information as soon as you
can, so you can act rather than
just look at historical data,” she
says. The level of customization
afforded by the Epicor Eagle POS
is impressive, according to Black.
“You have a choice of maybe 70
or 80 categories that can relate to
a specific UPC,” she says. “You
can select the basics: location
code, balance on hand, cost, retail
price. But you can get much more
sophisticated and look at your
gross profit margin, your turn
rate, and other details.” Black has
been refining the key reporting
views over time, creating powerful tools for management to make
informed decisions at the store
level.
These customized reports are in

While it’s clear that
POS provides a critical
array of business
management tools, it is
also increasingly at the
center of a pharmacy’s
compliance with a variety
of regulations.
use at Ritzman Pharmacies at
all levels of management. “For
someone like me,” says John
Fiume, “I want to get an email
with higher-level information.”
For example, Fiume looks at daily
sales for Ritzman’s line of supplements. Black offers two more
examples of daily reports. The first
identifies anything sold the previous day for a low margin. “If it’s
location-coded as clearance, then
that’s likely fine,” says Black. “But
if it’s not and it rang up at -5%,
then we want to know who rang
it up, and we can forward that
right to the store manager.” The
second is built on the Eagle POS’s
product popularity ranking codes.
“I’ve created a report that shows
popular items, our A’s and B’s,
that aren’t in stock,” says Black.
“Currently, I send this to three
stores every morning, and they
have to clean it up.” Black’s goal
is to correct out-of-stocks quickly,
with the additional benefit of
giving store-level staff a positive
way to maintain a top-level store
experience for customers.

Meeting Regulatory
Requirements
While it’s clear that POS provides
a critical array of business management tools, it is also increascontinued on page 30

Today’s Shoppers
Are Smarter.
So Are Your Competitors.
Epicor® Helps You Build
A Smarter Pharmacy.

The big chains are spending millions to lure away your customers. And,
empowered by the Internet, smartphones, and a wider range of shopping
choices, your customers are expecting even better service, selection, and price.
Today’s community pharmacies must adopt new technologies…
• To automate purchasing and buy smarter
• To better manage front-end inventory, margins, and cash ﬂow
• And to seamlessly integrate prescription and retail POS
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ingly at the center of a pharmacy’s compliance with
a variety of regulations. Perhaps the most familiar
example from recent years is FSA/HRA cards. “That
drove a lot of people into POS,” says Hal Roe. “It
was even the deciding factor in converting my final
store from a basic cash register to POS.”
At a more basic level, the integration between POS
systems and pharmacy systems means better, moreaccessible records for prescriptions sold. “We sell a

Twin Harbor Drug
8,500-square-foot independent pharmacy
in Westport, Wash., serving a trading area
of about 5,000 residents, with significant
summer tourist traffic. Large front-end selection with a
mixture of merchandise, including gifts, sweatshirts and
T-shirts, a dollar section, and a large nautical section.

Simply The BeST Value
in pharmacy SofTware

Visual Superscript

®

Find out why longtime users describe
Visual superscript
as “a cadillac at a
Vw price.”

ncpdp d.o certified
s Data conversion available for most systems
s True Windows environment
s Comprehensive third-party billing to primary,
secondary & tertiary payers
s Unique drug file optimized for speed & accuracy
s Drug imprints & images
s Barcode & Rx scanning
s Inventory updates using wholesaler EDI
s Electronic prescriptions
s Fax refill requests from computer
s Plan 340B processing & reports
s Signature capture
s Workflow management
s Automated transparent updates
s Automated HIPAA compliant backups
phone and internet-based
customer support provides you
with instant access to our expert
support staff
call 800-359-5580 to order a Free demo
www.daaenterprises.com
800-359-5580
sales@daaenterprises.com
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lot of diabetes test strips paid for
by Medicare Part B,” says Roe.
“And we probably get five desk
audits a week for this. We’ve never
failed one because we have easy
access to the e-signatures and to
the records to show we’re compliant.”
Another contemporary challenge
is the need to track and potentially report sales of OTC products containing pseudoephedrine
(PSE), a critical component of
state and federal efforts to combat
methamphetamine production
and use. At Twin Harbor Drug,
the Retail Management Solutions
POS reads information from a
customer’s driver’s license and
tracks how much PSE each customer buys. “The POS knows if
the customer has tried to purchase
more than the limit for a time
period and can reject the sale,”
says Jack Jones. “We don’t keep
any paper records for this. It’s
all digitally stored, including the
signatures. We can easily print a
report for the state board. That in
itself is a great savings of time.”
The same thing is happening with
Shiva Maharaj’s Emporos POS
at Essex Pharmacy. “I know how
much I’ve sold to an individual
and get an alert if a transaction
would put someone over a threshold,” says Maharaj. Clearly, using
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POS brings both compliance
and speed to this process. “I can
check out a PSE transaction
in 20 seconds,” says Maharaj,
“including meeting the regulatory requirements to get the
customers information. There’s
no delay.”

to mean going forward.” What’s
at stake is the very ability of a
pharmacy to process credit- and
debit-card payments. Compliance with the standards requires
not only having an approved
POS system, but also implementing proper procedures within
the pharmacy and completing a
compliance interview.

At Weaverville Drug Company,
Chuck and Michael Sprinkle
“I’ve come to the realization
are required not only to log
that as pharmacy owners we
PSE sales, but also to submit a
need to take ownership of PCI
real-time check on the sale to
compliance and make sure we
the MethCheck database, which
are following the rules,” says
allows for PSE sales limits to
Roe. “It’s up to me to make sure
be enforced based on a custhat we aren’t storing credit card
tomer’s total purchases, both at
numbers somewhere incorrectly,
Weaverville Drug Company and
and I think people may not even
elsewhere. “We set the file up
know all the things they aren’t
so PSE items are automatically
supposed to
flagged to require
do.” Roe himthe cashier to
Another step up in
self, already in
scan the driver’s
customer service comes
business for
license,” explains
from using POS to help
over 10 years,
Chuck Sprinkle.
says that he
This information manage prescription
had a few mois then submitted will-call.
ments during
to the database,
his compliwhich either conance interview
firms or denies
when he thought to himself,
the sale. “The POS won’t let the
“Oh, we’re not allowed to do
sale go through if the sale is over
that?” In his opinion, pharmathe limit or no ID is presented,”
cists need to make sure they are
continues Sprinkle. “It flags the
working together with their POS
PSE item as not sold and invendors to get serious about PCI
structs the cashier not to give it
compliance before audits become
to the customer.”
much more common.
Hal Roe points to another major
compliance role for POS: supporting the requirement for pharmacies to meet PCI standards for
payment-card data security. “This
was not a big benefit of POS in
my mind, until I really understood what it is all about,” admits
Roe. “I doubt most pharmacies
understand what this means, nor
do we understand what it’s going

emporos
simplifying retail for better patient care

Touchscreen POS
Integrated Signature
Capture

Will Call Management
NPLEx
Pseudoephedrine Reporting
Enterprise Solution for
Hospitals & Clinics
Inventory Management
Mailout Web Portal
iPod Mobile Delivery App

Being Service
Oriented
As much as POS does to keep a
pharmacy running smoothly, it
also has a big impact on customer service. Obviously, keeping
popular items stocked and priced
continued on next page
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properly is going to lead to happy customers, but
this is likely the minimum expectation. Another
step up in customer service comes from using POS
to help manage prescription will-call, according to
Shiva Maharaj. He has his HBS pharmacy system
integrated to send all prescription details to the
Emporos POS. These details are then accessible to
staff with appropriate levels of access, streamlining
the checkout process.
Jack Jones is another fan of the customer service
possible from the integration between his Retail
Management Systems POS and his CarePoint pharmacy system. “We have access to very important details if we have to research a prescription that we’ve
sold,” he explains. “Say someone says that they
never picked up a prescription. Well, we can look it
up in the POS and give them a definitive answer.”
Chuck and Michael Sprinkle point out another
interesting example of how POS can yield customer
satisfaction: customizable touch screens on the

Janine Black sees a big customer
satisfaction element in the way that
POS allows Ritzman Pharmacies
to tailor stock to the five different
demographics its stores serve.
register terminals. Weaverville Drugs runs a broad
range of items through its four POS terminals at the
front, in the pharmacy, and at the drive-thru window. “We sell everything from ice cream and other
food items, to OTCs, billable DME, and of course
prescriptions,” he says. Instead of cluttering up the
terminal screens at the different locations within
Weaverville Drug with unnecessary keys, Sprinkle
tailors each to suit the items most commonly sold
there.
For example, in the pharmacy, where they typically
don’t ring up much ice cream, he puts all the food
items in a menu using only one key on the pharmacy register’s primary screen. Likewise, if there’s a
line at the pharmacy counter, he can direct patients
to the register up front, where most of the primary
screen is dedicated to food items and the pharmacy
item keys are hidden in a submenu.
Sprinkle also likes the ability to color-code the keys
and customize them with menus to manage, for
example, items without barcodes. Sprinkle has done
just this for the store’s Dr. Comfort line, featuring
a single Dr. Comfort key on the main POS screen,
which opens up a menu of all the items in this line.
“Our cashiers don’t have to enter any information,”
says Sprinkle. “They just press the button to select
the right one.”
Janine Black sees a big customer satisfaction element in the way that POS allows Ritzman Pharmacies to tailor stock to the five different demographics its stores serve. “We don’t want our locations to
have cookie-cutter stock,” says Black. “We do have
a basic stock in common among our locations, but
after that we customize the stores.” A good example
is products promoted on TV by Dr. Oz. “He is
talking about all kinds of natural products,” says
Black. “This brings people into the stores, and we
will bring in products that we wouldn’t normally
continued on page 34
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have.” Black uses POS to capture those items, code
them, and look at a report to see how they are selling. “We can then decide if they are worth keeping
or if we want more of our locations to carry those
products,” she says.
Jack Jones offers one more example of how POS
can raise your pharmacy’s customer service level, an
example that also shows where POS is headed. A
little over four months ago Jones add Retail Management Solutions’ mobile EvolutionPOS. “It was
presented at one of the shows, and I immediately
realized I had a use for it,” says Jones. “I was thinking, if we have a long line, we can bring it out and
run people with credit cards through faster.” But a
full-featured mobile POS terminal has turned out
to have even more uses than Jones thought, with
the real impact being that he’s gained more personal time with his patients.
Jones offers two prime examples of how mobile
POS has helped him raise his service level. First, he
points out that being able to step to the side with

Tomorrow’s
Technology Today

For those still wondering whether POS
is really necessary, or if it’s really worth
the investment, Chuck and Michael
Sprinkle put their views in pretty plain
terms: Without POS, they say, you don’t
know what you’re selling, when you’re
selling it, or when you need it.
a patient — POS in hand — makes it much easier
to have an important conversation. “People don’t
feel hurried because there’s a line behind them,”
says Jones. “If I can take them aside, we can talk
confidentially and without any pressure. Then
patients tend to ask you more questions. It lets you
be much more professional.” Second, Jones talks
about one of his pharmacy’s patients who is on oxygen. Jones has instructed Twin Harbor’s staff to seat
this patient, gather his prescriptions and any other
items he needs, and then bring everything to him
to ring up on the EvolutionPOS right there where
he’s sitting. “I didn’t think of any of these things
when I first got it,” says Jones, “but we are doing
them now, and I have more ideas.”

Mission-Critical
For those still wondering whether POS is really
necessary, or if it’s really worth the investment,
Chuck and Michael Sprinkle put their views in
pretty plain terms: Without POS, they say, you
don’t know what you’re selling, when you’re selling
it, or when you need it.

Discover the reliability, scalability,
and flexibility of TeleManager’s
next generation cloud-based
phone and IVR solutions.
Contact us today to learn
more or schedule
a demo.

And as much as pharmacy focuses at its core on
providing the community with healthcare, Hal
Roe can’t understand how pharmacists can give
POS short shrift. “A lot of times we get so hung up
on our pharmacy management systems that POS
becomes the ugly stepsister,” he says. “If you really
see your front end as a profit center — and there’s
likely an equal amount of profit to be earned there
as in prescriptions — then you can’t just figure it
will run itself and put all your effort into prescriptions.” CT
Will Lockwood is senior editor for
ComputerTalk. He can be reached at
will@computertalk.com.

Call 800.600.0435 or visit www.telemanager.com.
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AWP Trudges On:
Moving Day(s)

T

here are two topics for this column:
1. The long and difficult search for a replacement
for AWP (average wholesale price) continues —
generating some more observations.
2. George (and Nancy) are moving — generating
some shareable observations.

First, AWP’s woes. A company that struggles with reporting drug prices has recently started a blog on the subject.
Go to it at http://www.goldstandard.com/2011/11/awpand-the-future-of-drug-price-benchmarks-3/ and spend
a few moments reading a summary of the current status.
It is one of the most concise I have seen. They asked for
comments and observations and (hopefully) some new
ideas. Not being bashful (and having invented AWP in
1969), I offered mine as follows:
It is good to see somebody opening the discussion
with a clear statement of the problem. Obviously,
I have been an observer as well as participant.
My primary observation is: The free enterprise
system requires that the seller and the buyer meet
and agree on the price. The sellers are the drug
manufacturers (not the pharmacies). The primary
buyers are government entities and private insurance companies. All of the others are furnishers of
services (not drugs) and should bargain with those
that they serve.
The only other methodology that could work
36
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would require one of the members of the drug
supply chain to be totally transparent — making
ALL of its financial data available.
The current condition is that the free enterprise
system is working everywhere except in the United
States. The buyers (primarily governments) are
bargaining with the manufacturers and getting
good prices. The U.S. has one outstanding exception. California’s Medicaid program (Medi-Cal)
sits down with the manufacturers and bargains,
resulting in huge rebates that are paid by the
manufacturers directly to the State. (Note: I have
not been directly involved, so I do not know any of
the agreed-upon details, but I do know the annual
total dollars and they are very high.)
Since no company will make financial data totally
available, the only viable solution that I see is to
change things so that the free enterprise system can
take effect and solve the problem.
Of course, if you have any comments, observations, or
maybe even solutions, please share them with me and/or
the blog. If you wish to remain anonymous, email them to
me and I will pass them on as you wish, without identifying the source. I’m a rather retired but not reticent curmudgeon who enjoys sharing in controversial discussions.
Meanwhile, it seems that each of the alphabet soup collection of replacements for AWP has proponents, but not

adherents. That is, they think their solution is better than
AWP and maybe even better than the other contenders,
but they know their solution has its own problems.

Moving Day(s) My wonderful wife Nancy and

I decided a few months ago that our house was getting
too big. It had several levels, too many rooms, too many
garages, too many closets, too many stairs, too many
chores and too many things that needed doing. And, with
just the two of us, there are too few residents. Oh, and too
much city noise.
So we decided to look for somewhere else to live. Another city, although quieter, was still too busy. Wandering around the countryside looking for something was
only resulting in Nancy getting carsick. Nancy had lunch
with a friend of ours who said there was a house on their
ranch that was available. We took one look at it and both
mentally moved there. Now, a month or so later, we are
physically there as well. Not totally — there is still lots of
stuff to move.

Some observations:
■ Clean out your garage every six months. Now. Clean it
enough so that you can get the cars back in. Our threecar garage was so full of stuff that we could not get any
cars in.
■ Same with closets and shelves. Some people say, if you

haven’t used it in a year, chuck it. I’m not that severe.
I have some wonderful, useless old stuff that I cannot
part with. So I brought it to the ranch house and will
put it on a shelf again.
■ Find someplace you want to go to rather than focusing
on leaving what’s not working anymore. That way it
becomes a positive activity instead of a negative one.
■ Move as gradually as possible. We are moving over a
two- or three-month period. Less pressure, time to write
a column about it, time to enjoy the new home while
moving in. Also, time each day to rest (and recover)
from the tiring process. That time can be used to get rid
of stuff. Junk to the trash. Kid’s stuff to the kids. Garage
sale stuff to a garage sale. Donations to the recipients.
■ Identify the lifestyle changes before they hit you. I hope
we have identified ours. For starters, it is a long way to
the grocery store to get a loaf of bread and a bottle of
milk. It’s going to be muddy in the winter and hot in
the summer. We need to be ready and accepting.
Most importantly, if you are anywhere near retirement
age, or are considering a change, get your stuff in order. I
sure wish we had. It would have been a lot easier. CT
George Pennebaker, Pharm.D., is a consultant and past
president of the California Pharmacists Association. He can
be reached by email at george.pennebaker@sbcglobal.net.
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Engaging Patients in
Their Own Care at the
Corner Pharmacy?

L

ately, we’ve been thinking about ways to enhance the patient’s interactivity and involvement in his or her own healthcare delivery. Our
discussions have been stimulated by a variety of news items, conversations
with students and colleagues, and our general interest in the growing area
of patient-centered care. The Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) has defined patient-centered care as helping people make
informed healthcare decisions. PCORI indicates that patient-centered care
also allows the patient’s voice to be heard in determining the value of available healthcare options (www.pcori.org). Clearly, an obvious place where patients’ voices should be heard is in a shared decision-making process to select
medication therapy. Are their voices heard during prescribing? Do patients
even know that the healthcare system around them is actually changing to
give them a louder voice? We do not know the definitive answers to these
questions, but we have strong beliefs that we are on the lower end of the
curve in terms of patients being engaged during prescribing and in patients’
general awareness of the patient-centered care movement.

OpenNotes The OpenNotes initiative is a recent project aimed at

increasing patient engagement by opening up physicians’ notes to their
patients. The project was conducted in Boston, Seattle, and Danville, Pa.,
concluding in 2011; detailed news is available at http://www.my opennotes.
org/news.shtml. Patients who participated in the project had electronic
access to their primary-care physician’s notes written following office visits,
emails, and phone calls. Access was provided via a secure online portal. Patients received electronic notification each time their physician documented
an encounter. Patients were also notified electronically prior to their next
visit that they should review existing notes.
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Clinical-care documentation has
become a cornerstone of some
pharmacy management systems,
containing subjective data that
the patient reports, objective data
like laboratory results, and the
pharmacist’s assessment and plan
for patients. How might patients
use these data?
Patients were encouraged to read their
physician’s notes to better understand
their care. At the conclusion of the
project, patients commented that a
major advantage of reading notes written about their visits was that it helped
them to remember important points
that they forgot after leaving the office.
Interestingly, patient participation was
not limited to young, tech-savvy individuals, as you might have anticipated.
Patient enthusiasm was consistent
continued on page 40
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across all age groups and technology experience. Physicians’ enthusiasm for the project was focused on OpenNotes allowing patients to become more involved in their
own care by increasing their knowledge.

Not Without Concerns You might easily guess

at a minimum, their list of filled medications. The extent
of additional information that is available is defined by
the capabilities of the system and by the desires of the
patient and pharmacy staff. Obviously, the more information patients have access to, the greater opportunity for
them to be informed and also to be confused. The perfect
balance of access is definitely an unknown.

the primary concerns that physicians
However, with access to this inforexpressed. First, physicians expressed
What would happen if the
mation, patients can identify misconcern over the challenges of paOpenNotes model were
takes about their current regimens,
tients reading notes out of context of
including medications that they do
extended to the corner
the patient’s full medical history. The
not necessarily take as prescribed.
pharmacy? Pharmacy
project only allowed patients to view
They can benefit from reviewing
management systems are
notes written by their primary-care
any notes that pharmacy staff may
rich sources of
physician and only since the beginning
have entered regarding potential
information about patients’
of the project. Second, physicians were
medication-related behaviors. patient-specific concerns that they
also concerned that patients would be
are following. Depending on the
confused about what was read, acknowlaccess provided and the available
edging the challenges of patients not being familiar with
documentation a pharmacy performs, patients may expemedical terminology. Lastly, and probably most obviously, rience a similar benefit to that of OpenNotes participants
physicians were concerned about the potential changes in in being able to review a visit summary and be reminded
their workflow and increase in their workload.
of something that was discussed with the pharmacist but
forgotten when the patient left the pharmacy. Additional
Engaging Pharmacy What would happen if the
functionality (which does not exist in OpenNotes) would
OpenNotes model were extended to the corner pharmacy? allow the patient to securely message pharmacy staff for
Pharmacy management systems are rich sources of inforclarification or updating of the patient’s profile. Here, the
mation about patients’ medication-related behaviors. At a potential for a patient to supplement his or her record
minimum, a patient’s complete medication history from a with OTC, herbal products, or objective data like blood
single pharmacy can be found in that pharmacy’s compressure and glucose readings is a powerful contribution.
puter system. At the other end of the spectrum, a patient’s
entire medication history for any prescription medications Despite the potential benefits of what we are proposing,
filled by a specific pharmacy chain can be found in a phar- concerns exist for pharmacy as well. Will patients understand what they are reading? How secure is access? Who
macy management system that uses a centralized record
best benefits from this type of program? Patients who
model. Additionally, pharmacy management systems are
increasingly becoming more than medication history data- use multiple pharmacies (despite our recommendations
against it) could face considerable challenges in reviewing
bases. Clinical-care documentation has become a cornerstone of some pharmacy management systems, containing information found in multiple, disparate systems. Might
subjective data that the patient reports, objective data like something like we are proposing sway a patient to stick
with a single pharmacy? And what about access to their
laboratory results, and the pharmacist’s assessment and
payer’s pharmacy claims? Can we move that information
plan for patients. How might patients use these data?
to the patient’s portal? Obviously, many questions remain.
We can envision several ways to leverage patients’ access
Please email us or visit our blog http://bit.ly/JxPEAh to
to the pharmacy management system. First, we should
let us know your thoughts. CT
clarify that we are not proposing patients have unfettered
Brent I. Fox, Pharm.D., Ph.D., is an assistant professor and
access to the pharmacy’s computer. Instead, we envision
Bill G. Felkey, M.S., is professor emeritus at the Department of
an approach much like OpenNotes, where patients enter
Pharmacy Care Systems, Harrison School of Pharmacy, Auburn
their unique profile (or a family member’s) within the
University. They can be reached at foxbren@auburn.edu and
pharmacy management system. There they have access to, felkebg@auburn.edu.
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GAO Sends Message to
CMS on EHR Incentive
Program

A

t the ASAP midyear conference upcoming in Philadelphia, I will
be providing insights into the Medicare and Medicaid electronic
health record (EHR) incentive programs, including where CMS is with
regard to the “meaningful use” requirements. Currently, the Stage 2
requirements are open for comment, as I noted in last issue’s column.
The initiative is not all smooth sailing. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) issued a report in April reviewing CMS’s activities
related to the program (see Web address in box at right). In the report,
the GAO concluded that CMS should improve the process it uses to
verify eligible healthcare providers qualifying for incentive payments
through the program.
In the EHR incentive program, providers must meet eligibility requirements that specify the types of providers eligible to participate in the
programs, as well as reporting requirements that specify the information providers must report to CMS or the states, including measures
that demonstrate meaningful use of an EHR system and measures of
clinical quality. These meaningful-use measures have been outlined in
three stages. Presently, CMS is promulgating the Stage 2 criteria, as I
outlined in the last column.
According to the GAO, in compiling the report they examined efforts
by CMS and the states to verify whether providers qualify to receive
EHR incentive payments and examined information reported to CMS
by providers to demonstrate meaningful use in the first year of the
Medicare EHR program. GAO reviewed applicable statutes, regulations, and guidance. In addition, they interviewed officials from CMS,
four states (Iowa, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and Texas), members of the
AMA, the American Hospital Association, the Health IT Policy Committee, and the Health IT Standards Committee. Additionally, they

Marsha K.
Millonig, R.Ph.,
M.B.A.

Web Link
Links to websites referenced in
this article:
Government Accountability Office Report on CMS
Activity: http://www.gao.gov/assets/600/590538.pdf
CMS's Latest Data on EHR Incentive Enrollment: http://
www.cms.gov/Regulations-andGuidance/Legislation/EHR
IncentivePrograms/downloads/
Monthly_Payment_Registration_
Report_Updated.pdf
FDA Notice: http://www.
regulations.gov/contentStreamer
?objectId=0900006480fc553c&
disposition=attachment&content
Type=html

analyzed data from CMS and other
sources.
The report outlines current CMS practices with regard to the EHR incentive
program. For Medicare, CMS uses
prepayment verification processes for
continued on next page
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provider eligibility and one of the reporting requirements. This year, CMS plans to implement a risk-based,
postpayment audit strategy on a sample of providers. For
Medicaid, the four states GAO reviewed use primarily
prepayment eligibility processes. To verify the reporting
requirement, the four states also use prepayment processes, postpayment processes, or both. CMS officials told
the GAO they will evaluate how effectively the Medicare
audit strategy reduces the risk of improper EHR incentive
payments. No timelines for doing so have been set.
And the stakes are big. Nearly $4.5 billion in federal
incentives has been paid through March 2012, according
CMS’s latest data. There are 225,765 actively enrolled
participants in the Medicare and Medicaid EHR incentive programs. Hospitals have received 2,667 payments
totaling nearly $3.1 billion, while $792 million in Medicare payments has been made to 44,014 eligible professionals, and $629 million has been paid through Medicaid programs to 29,931 eligible professionals. Overall,
222,282 eligible professionals have enrolled in the
program, with 73,945 receiving some payment. Hospital
registrations rose 13% in the first quarter of 2012, while
those for eligible professionals rose 29%.
For hospitals that are eligible for both Medicare and
Medicaid payments, the average Medicare payment has
been $1.78 million, and the average Medicaid payment
has been slightly more than $789,000. For those only
Medicare eligible, the average payment was over $1.5
million, and for those only Medicaid eligible, the average payment was $2.35 million. Those are some serious
numbers. Ensuring incentive payments are appropriately
paid is critical.
In that regard, the GAO’s major recommendations to
CMS include:
■ Establish timelines to quickly evaluate the
effectiveness of audits for the Medicare portion of
the meaningful-use program.
■ Study the feasibility of conducting more
prepayment verifications for Medicare providers
seeking to participate in the meaningful-use
program.
■ Collect at least as much eligibility verification
data from Medicare providers as it recommends
that states collect from Medicaid providers
participating in the meaningful-use program.
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For those hospitals only
Medicare eligible, the average
payment was over $1.5 million,
and for those only Medicaid
eligible, the average payment
was $2.35 million. Those
are some serious numbers.
Ensuring incentive payments are
appropriately paid is critical.
CMS has agreed to either implement or consider most of
the recommendations.

FDA Nonprescription Drug Initiative
Update In my last column, I noted the FDA’s initia-

tive considering whether some prescription drugs might
be made available as nonprescription drugs under certain
conditions of safe use (sometimes referred to as a third
class of drugs). Conditions of safe use would be specific
for each drug. An example cited in the FDA notice about
the issue was use of FDA-approved technology and/or
medical software for self-diagnosis, and blood tests by a
patient or pharmacist. The FDA notice (Web address is
on page 41) about the initiative was published in February and invited written comments. The agency held
a hearing on March 22. Written comments are due as
I write this column. Perhaps not surprisingly, medical
groups both at the hearing and in written comments are
lining up against the idea, expressing concerns about coordination of care. These include the AMA; the American
College of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology (ACAAI);
the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP); and
the Endocrine Society. Pharmacy groups, on the other
hand, are expressing support for the idea, citing greater
access to care. More to come in future columns, after the
deadline for written comments closes. CT
Marsha K. Millonig, R.Ph., M.B.A., is president of Catalyst
Enterprises, LLC, located in Eagan, Minn. The firm provides
consulting, research, and writing services to help industry players
provide services more efficiently and implement new services for
future growth. The author can be reached at mmillonig@
catalyst enterprises.net.
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Prior Authorizations:
A Pharmacy Perspective

T

he Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy (AMCP) defines prior
authorizations as “an administrative tool normally used by a health
plan or prescription benefit management (PBM) company that requires
the prescriber to receive pre-approval for prescribing a drug in order for
the drug to qualify for coverage under the terms of a pharmacy benefit
plan.” Retail pharmacists know that the number of drugs that require
prior authorization (PA) has been growing rapidly as health plans and
PBMs try to limit access to single-source brand drugs. I am going to
explore the rationale behind PAs and the future direction of streamlining
processing for pharmacies and payers.

Goals and Objectives Currently, the payer creates an exception process at the pharmacy when its claims-processing system rejects
a prescription for “prior auth required.” PAs are designed to promote appropriate medication utilization. Specific issues that payers are attempting to control include:
■ Off-label use
■ Duration of therapy
■ Maximum quantity dispensed
■ Maximum daily dose
Finally, the payer may want to obtain additional clinical information
that is not available on a pharmacy claim before approving payment for
the drug.

Criteria Development The payer’s clinical pharmacy group is

responsible for developing the PA criteria. Once developed, the criteria
are presented to the pharmacy and therapeutics committee (P&T) for
discussion and approval. The PA criteria development process includes
the following steps:
■ Identify the need to closely manage a particular clinical situation and/
or cost of therapy.

Tim Kosty, R.Ph.,
M.B.A.

Evaluate the available clinical studies,
i.e., evidence-based medicine and/or
product labeling.
■ Create a decision tree for determining whether to approve or reject a PA
request. Can the information that is
required to evaluate the PA request be
obtained from other sources without
requiring a PA?
■ Determine the expected benefit for requiring a PA versus the cost of processing the request.
■ Finalize and present the criteria to the
P&T committee.
■ Create an implementation strategy and
evaluate the number of members who
will be impacted by the new PA criteria. Should members currently on the
therapy be grandfathered in and not
have their prescriptions rejected?
■ Implement the PA in the claimsprocessing system. Train the call center
on the PA protocol to process requests
efficiently once received.
■ Provide ongoing monitoring of the PA
criteria to determine if the expected
results are being achieved.
Close monitoring of the PA results is
■

continued on next page
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required to make sure there is an acceptable return on
investment (ROI) on the administrative costs to process
these requests. Industry statistics indicate that 75% to
80% of all PA requests that are completed and sent to
payers are approved. Consequently, there must be a dollar
return on the 20% to 25% of PA requests that are not
approved in order to recover the costs for processing all
PA requests. See the box for an example of a PA decision
criterion for Enbrel.

Stakeholder Perspectives The patient,
pharmacist, prescriber, payer, and pharmaceutical manufacturer are all impacted by the decision to implement a
PA protocol. We will look briefly at the issues that arise for
each stakeholder.
Patients Ask any retail pharmacist and he or she

will tell you that patients do not understand what a prior
authorization is or what the process is for the pharmacist
to assist in resolving the issue. The patient may have the
following questions:
■

Isn’t this the drug that my doctor wanted me to take?

■

Doesn’t my doctor know that this drug requires a prior
authorization?

■

What should I do before the PA is processed by the
health plan or PBM?

■

How long will it take to resolve this PA? Should I wait,
or will you call me when it has been resolved?

Patients do not like prior authorizations and see the activity as an imposition on the doctor-patient relationship.

Pharmacists PA requests have become the most

challenging interaction and bottleneck in the prescriptionprocessing workflow. PAs create an exception that must be
resolved and may require the pharmacist to split orders for
the patient when they are having multiple prescriptions
filled. There is no standardized PA process. Each payer has
a different form to complete and process for evaluating the
request. Finally, the pharmacist doesn’t control the timing of the PA resolution, and setting appropriate patient
expectations can be challenging.
The pharmacist is now playing the unwanted role of
insurance ombudsman. To remove this administrative
burden, some retail pharmacy chains have centralized
the processing of PA requests for their pharmacists. The
industry has also created solutions to assist the pharmacist
in processing PA requests. For example, Armada Health
Care has launched a new PA service called ApproveRx;
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Example: PA Criteria for Enbrel
Indications: Rheumatoid arthritis, juvenile

rheumatoid arthritis, or psoriatic arthritis.
Criteria: Enbrel is considered medically necessary in patients who have failed at least two
disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs),
including methotrexate.
Approved dosing: Approvals are subject to a
limit of four (50mg) or eight (25mg) injections per
month.
Indication: Ankylosing spondylitis.
Criteria: Enbrel is considered medically necessary in patients who have failed treatment with
one of the following: NSAIDs, corticosteroids, or
sulfasalazine.

Approved dosing for ankylosing
spondylitis: Approvals are subject to a limit of
four injections per month.

detailed information can be found at www.approverx.com.
CoverMyMeds also provides a service to assist pharmacists
in finding the correct prior-authorization form and
submitting the form to the payer for adjudication. Information on the CoverMyMeds program can be found at
www.covermymeds.com.

Prescribers Physician offices do not like prior au-

thorizations, as they create an exception process to their
workflow. The PA request is an after-the-fact notification
that may require rework and increases the administrative
burden on the physician practice. The office staff must
find the correct form, complete it based on the patient’s
medical records, and present it to the physician for
signature.

The hassle with completing the PA forms may have an
impact on the physician’s prescribing habits. If physicians
know that just about every time they write a prescription
for drug A, they get calls from pharmacists and patients to
complete a PA form, they may stop writing prescriptions
for this drug and select an alternative product. E-prescribing isn’t a solution today, as the current e-prescribing
standard does not support PA processing.

Payer The payer must generate a sufficient ROI for the
time and effort to process the PA request. The cost to the
payer runs from $15 to $40, depending on whether the
request is processed in-house or outsourced. The payer
must clinically evaluate what happens when the prescription is rejected at the pharmacy. Does the patient receive

an alternative product in the same therapeutic category, or
abandon the prescription without getting it filled? What
impact does this outcome have on the patient’s healthcare costs? Is the payer only responsible for the pharmacy
program, or is it an integrated program where the medical
expenses need to be incorporated into the evaluation?

Pharmaceutical Manufacturer Pharma-

ceutical manufacturers know their product sales will be
negatively impacted when one of their drugs has a PA
requirement. The overall impact on product sales may
be greater than expected based on the individual payer
PA. Physicians may change their prescribing habits and
discontinue writing prescriptions for the manufacturer’s
product. To mitigate the impact of PA requirements,
manufacturers have responded by creating programs to
educate physicians on the PA criteria employed by payers
and the forms that are needed to request approval. Finally,
the manufacturer may increase its rebate offer to the payer
to prevent the imposition of a PA edit on its drug.

The Future — Electronic Prior
Authorizations (e-PA) Future PA models will
include electronic prior authorizations. The focus of PAs
will be on specialty products, as the industry is rapidly
approaching 80% generic substitution rates, with many
blockbuster products losing patent protection through
2014.
CVS Caremark launched an ePA pilot program in January. Physicians access the e-PA through the client Web
portal to complete the form and submit it electronically
for evaluation. The goal of the pilot is twofold:
■

Improve the patient experience and speed the resolution of the PA request.
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■

Assist in the development of a new transaction format
for the processing of e-PAs.

The pilot is scheduled to run through June 2012, with the
results to be shared with the National Council for Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP).
NCPDP reconvened a focus group in October 2011,
with the goal to assess industry needs for e-PA, standardize transaction formats, and develop a flexible standard,
while considering the workflow impacts on both pharmacists and physicians. A new e-PA transaction format will
require new software modules to process transactions and
manage responses. Look for NCPDP to work on developing a standard in the next one to two years, with another
two years for implementation. The challenges that must
be overcome include finalizing the format, defining workflow requirements, and integrating the new standard with
electronic medical record systems.
It took years for the physician community to embrace
electronic prescriptions. It wasn’t until CMS offered financial incentives to physicians in the Medicare program that
e-prescribing took off and hit the tipping point. Hopefully, the acceptance of the eventual e-PA standard will
be measured in months, not years. You should monitor
industry publications for updates on the development of
the e-PA standard. CT
Tim Kosty, R.Ph., M.B.A., is president of Pharmacy Healthcare Solutions, Inc. (PHSI), which provides business strategy and
management consulting services in the pharmaceutical industry.
The author specializes in evaluating marketplace initiatives to
assure that the financial incentives are properly aligned to generate the desired results, with a specific focus on the application of
technology to solve business problems and increase operational
efficiency. He can be reached at tkosty@phsirx.com.
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The American Pharmacists
Association 2012
Annual Meeting and Exposition
by Will Lockwood

The American Pharmacists Association held its 2012
Annual Meeting and Exposition in New Orleans,
where the organization continued to focus on the clinical role of pharmacists, including a strong emphasis
on MTM. The educational program included topics such as rooting out errors in the pharmacy, HIT’s
impact on patient care, building a pharmacy business
model around collaborative practice, and the impact
of pharmacy technicians on patient-focused initiatives.
Handouts for most presentations are available by
visiting www.aphameeting.org/index.cfm?do=cnt
.page&pg=1060. The exhibit hall had a select group of
technology vendors on hand.

s

Sylvanus Anidu, left, of OK Pharmacy in Donna, Texas, with
RxMedic’s Michael Dennis.

s

McKesson had a team on hand representing its Health Mart
and RxOwnership divisions, including, from left, Meg Young,
Kevin Chambliss, and Jim Springer.
Steve Wise,
right, from the
Texas Tech
University Health
Science Center
in Abilene, Texas,
is shown here
taking a look at
Manchac’s blister
card packaging
automation with
Phillip Clark.

s

From right, Brian Komoto and Kirk Sakamoto of Komoto
Healthcare and Komoto Pharmacy in Delano, Calif., are seen
here with Innovations’ Jim Storey.
Michelle
Anderson, a
Pharm.D. candidate
at South Dakota
State University
College of Pharmacy,
collected some
information from
QS/1’s Jay Williams.

Kent
Stoneking of
Kroger
Pharmacies
talked with Paula
Godwin about
ScriptPro’s
new compact
robotics.

s

Kimberly Robbins, center, of the Delaware Pharmacists
Society visited with Lindsay Harter and Jeff Key at the PioneerRx
exhibit.
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At QS/1, Ed Willett, a 30-year
QS/1 employee, was promoted
to VP of national sales. He will
oversee healthcare and government
sales, as well as strategic account
representatives and QS/1’s upgrade
department.

Innovation has announced that
Tom Boyer has taken the reins as
COO of the company. He brings
to the position over 30 years of
executive and senior-level operations
experience with various consulting, logistics, and manufacturing
companies.





Joey Parrish was promoted to direcEd Willett
tor of customer support. Parrish
is a 24-year employee of customer
support at the company.

Prior to joining Innovation, Boyer
co-founded and served as president of CL International,
Inc., a New York City-based consulting company.

Rich Muller, a 20-year employee,
was promoted to director of regional
operations and will also be responsible for QS/1’s
training operations.
Joey Parrish
Other announcements at QS/1 include the
focus by Tom McLeod on administration and marketing in his role as
one of QS/1’s VPs. He has been with
the company
for 33 years.

Tom McLeod

Celesta Sexton

Retail Management Solutions (RMS) has promoted
Mike Gross to VP of sales and marketing for the company. Gross has been a senior executive with RMS for more
than five years, and has a long history with both customers and partners in the pharmacy industry.



Rich Muller

Revonda Spratt, a 27-year employee, has had her role as VP of operations expanded to help grow QS/1’s
regional and training operations. She
will continue to oversee customer
support, creative services, and the
market analyst
group.

“QS/1 has always believed experience
is one of the key ingredients to our
success,” says Tammy Devine, QS/1
president. “These promotions and
organization changes will help QS/1
better support our customers across
the country.”

 Celesta Sexton has joined
Speed Script as sales manager
for the Southeast division of the
company. She had previously spent
12 years in the telecommunications
industry, where she held senior
account representative and consultant positions.

Tom Boyer

Glen Davis has joined Supplylogix LLC as director
of product development. Davis will be responsible for
expanding the company’s suite of products that pharmacies and other healthcare providers use to improve supply
chain performance.



Before joining Supplylogix, Davis was group director of
pharmacy services at Safeway, and prior to that he was
VP of pharmacy at Randall’s Food Markets. He holds a
pharmacy degree from the University of Texas at Austin.
Tom Bizzaro, VP of health policy
and industry relations at First DataBank, was the recipient of the Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy
(AMCP) 2012 Grassroots Advocacy
Award.



Revonda Spratt

 Mike Galloway has been named COO at
Matchrx.com, a national Web-based marketplace for
member pharmacies to buy and sell overstocked prescription drugs. Before joining MatchRX.com, Galloway
served as chief financial officer for Niche Retail, LLC.

Bizzaro, a member of AMCP for
nearly 20 years, currently sits on the
academy’s legislative committee and
will join its regulatory committee
later this year.

Tom Bizzaro
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Discover the most evolved HIE solution.

Your Partner in Pharmacy Excellence
Improving your pharmacy’s financial and operational performance is hard.
RelayRx™ Reimbursement Performance can help make it easier.
Whether you need to automate prior authorizations, improve reimbursement
accuracy, participate in REMS or be an advocate for lowering medication costs
for your patients, Reimbursement Performance can help.
Contact us today to learn more.
Call 888.743.8735 or via email at pharmacy.connections@relayhealth.com

For more information,
scan this QR barcode
with your smart phone.
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